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Abstract—As of June 2012, 41% of all systems in the TOP500 use Gigabit Ethernet. Ethernet has been a strong contender in the HPC interconnect market for its competitive performance and low cost. However, until recently, little emphasis has been thrown upon bringing about energy efficient HPC interconnects. To illustrate, in a majority if not all Ethernet based systems, the transmitter and receiver operate at full power regardless of any data transmission between them, leading to power inefficiency. The recent standard IEEE 802.3az, Energy Efficient Ethernet (EEE), approved in 2010, solves the above conundrum by introducing “Low-Power-Idle”, dynamically turning off unused links to save interconnect power.

In this paper, we present the first analysis of Energy Efficient Ethernet in the domain of HPC, examining its potential for power savings. Unlike previous proposals, we present a detailed analysis of the impact of additional latency overhead introduced by EEE, using multiple simulated systems running actual HPC application traces. We propose the use of “Power-Down Threshold”, as a possible add-on to EEE to mitigate its on/off transition overhead. We find that EEE brings about link power savings of about 70% by switching off links, but at the cost of performance, leading to increased power consumption of the overall system by 15% (average). In contrast, using our proposed “Power-Down Threshold”, we demonstrate reduced on/off transition overhead, from 25% to 2%, translating to overall system power savings of about 7.5%. Furthermore, in this paper we point out relevant design decisions for future vendors intending to deploy EEE solutions for their HPC systems.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Energy efficiency has become the most important design criterion for modern supercomputers. Today’s most energy efficient supercomputer (as of June 2012, at 2.1 GFlops/W [4]), if extrapolated to a sustained ExaFlop performance, would have a total power consumption of 500 MWatts. In contrast, US DOE, DARPA and other exascale HPC programs target the deployment of an ExaFlop machine by 2018 with power consumption of a mere 20 MWatts [9, 12, 13]. Building future supercomputers at such stringent power budgets requires eliminating every inefficiency throughout the system. Much effort in bringing about energy efficiency and energy proportionality to systems, has gone into optimizing the compute elements and memory, which contribute to the majority of the system power consumption. However, recent trends show an increased emphasis on bringing about energy efficiency in interconnects. With compute nodes being power optimized and energy proportional, the interconnection network power is becoming increasingly significant. Power consumption of HPC interconnects can contribute to up to 30% of the overall power consumption of the system [10, 14].

As with supercomputers, reducing interconnect power has become a pressing issue for Internet and IT infrastructure as well as servers and high-end data centers. Studies suggest an annual power consumption of 6 TWh consumed by networking devices alone in the US, and this figure is expected to further increase [23]. Since Ethernet is the dominant interconnect technology in commercial and IT infrastructure, improvements in its energy efficiency are estimated to bring about energy savings of over 3 TWh [23].

Interconnection links can be attributed to consuming a substantial portion of the total interconnect power. Links take up 64% of the power budget of the IBM Infiniband 8-port 12X switch [8, 16] and 63%, 65% of the Dell PowerConnect 5324 and 6248 respectively [16]. In addition, conventional network links are essentially always on, thereby dissipating power, regardless of whether or not data is being transmitted. The average power consumption of the IBM Infiniband 12X link, for example, is almost identical to its worst-case power [16, 20]. In the case of Ethernet, its design require both the transmitters and receivers to operate continuously to keep the link aligned. In order to mitigate such waste, the IEEE 802.3az Energy Efficient Ethernet (EEE) standard (approved in Sept 2010) brought about energy saving schemes that make the energy consumption of the link proportional to its utilization.

Fig. 1: System share of Interconnects in TOP500 supercomputers (June 12)

While numerous interconnects for HPC exist, Ethernet is a popular choice due to its high performance to cost. Statistics in Figure 1 obtained from TOP500[3] show that 41.4% of all supercomputers use the Ethernet family as their interconnection network. Out of the 41.4%, Gigabit Ethernet holds the majority share with 10-Gigabit Ethernet (10GbE) catching up quickly. Although the IEEE’s Energy Efficient Ethernet standard is being incorporated into the network infrastructure in the areas of commercial IT, desktop, servers and high end
data centers, the question of how EEE would perform under HPC workloads requires answering.

HPC workloads are typically characterized by alternating compute and communication phases (as shown in Figure 2). These applications most often contain very large compute phases followed by relatively smaller communication phases, usually bursts of MPI messages. Further, these compute and communication phases usually have dependency patterns characteristic of the HPC applications. These dependencies may cause design decisions such as Frame buffering in EEE [20, 22, 23] to be destructive to both application performance and power (more discussed in later sections). Further, since HPC workloads in general do not overlap communication and compute periods, the time involved in communication is destructive to performance. This results in HPC applications being heavily optimized to keep communication time at its minimum, translating to low interconnect usage. However, HPC systems running these applications with conventional always-on links, do not benefit from this inherent power saving opportunity. Figure 2 shows alternating compute and communication phases of application WRF[40] along with its corresponding interconnect usage. The figure clearly shows that the interconnect links are predominantly idle. Since these links are typically always-on, continually consuming power, they would benefit greatly if built to be energy proportional.

Although EEE as a standard promises energy proportionality by design, little is known of its behavior from the perspective of HPC workloads. The biggest justification for the deployment of the EEE standard came from desktop and IT infrastructure, which remain idle for the majority of the time. EEE saves power by turning off links when they are not in use - a feature known as Low Power Idle (LPI). However, the time involved in the turning off and on links, adds additional latency to the messages transmitted. This added latency is known to be destructive to performance and power of data center workloads (whose communication is modeled as a Poisson process) and hence, frame buffering as a solution was suggested to tackle this conundrum (which we discuss in the next section). However, it is uncertain as to whether these solutions would also be beneficial to HPC.

Our contributions in this paper are as follows:

1) We conduct the first evaluation of Energy Efficient Ethernet under HPC workloads to determine the potential of EEE for energy proportional supercomputer interconnects.

2) We perform latency sensitivity analysis on HPC workloads to project performance estimates for plausible interconnect latencies determined by EEE’s energy savings schemes.

3) We propose the use of Power-Down Threshold as a technique to reduce overhead involved with EEE’s additional latencies. We experimentally compare and demonstrate how our proposed Power-Down Threshold scheme significantly reduces the on/off transition overheads, compared to out-of-the-box Energy Efficient Ethernet. Finally, based on our analysis we propose design recommendations for vendors intending to deploy EEE for HPC systems.

In the following sections, we discuss the background of Energy Efficient Ethernet. Following the background, we discuss related work from literature on similar proposals. We discuss our methodology and evaluate the potential of Energy Efficient Ethernet for HPC applications. We show experimental results for power and performance of Energy Efficient Ethernet and demonstrate the benefit of using our proposed Power-Down Threshold. Finally, we discuss and conclude with recommendations for the design and deployment of EEE for HPC systems.

II. BACKGROUND: ENERGY EFFICIENT ETHERNET

In this section, we discuss the background of Energy Efficient Ethernet. In order to cut down on the power consumption costs of the Internet and data centers network infrastructures, an IEEE task force was set up in 2007 to design an IEEE standard for energy efficiency. While a number of proposals for energy efficiency were considered, Adaptive Link Rate and Low Power Idle were the most popular choices. In this section, we briefly discuss Adaptive Link Rate and Low Power Idle.

A. Adaptive Link Rate

As we mention in the previous section, interconnects in general are sparsely used. However, the power consumption of links (which takes up majority of the interconnect power) remains the same regardless of whether or not there is data transmission. This has led to studies focusing on bringing about energy consumption roughly proportional to link usage. Many initial proposals in energy proportional interconnects were concepts similar to Adaptive Link Rate (ALR) [27–30]. The idea behind ALR comes from the fact that a link’s power increases with bandwidth. Example, a 100Mbps transceiver consumes about 0.25Watts, whereas 1Gbps and 10Gbps transceivers consume about 0.7Watts and 6Watts respectively [18]. Furthermore, since these links typically consume the same power when active and idle, it is beneficial to reduce the Ethernet link rate from 10Gbps link to 100Mbps link (say) during periods of inactivity. To do the above, ALR uses a process known as Auto- Negotiation[27], which changes link rate on demand.
Although ALR promised large energy savings, its process of changing link rate required time in the range of milliseconds to a few seconds, which is far too large for many applications. While other alternatives to accelerate rate change were proposed [31], ALR still contained two major disadvantages. Firstly, despite the proposals to accelerate rate change, the time taken for rate change was still higher than acceptable ranges. The second disadvantage is that, although lesser power, Adaptive Link Rate still consumes power during idle periods of the interconnect. To illustrate, if a 10Gbps link is rate changed to 1Gbps during periods of inactivity, the inactive 1Gbps link consumes power, even though no data is being transmitted.

B. Energy Efficient Ethernet: Low Power Idle

To solve the above conundrum, an alternative known as Low Power Idle [2, 20] was proposed. Low Power Idle (LPI) essentially switches off the links during periods of inactivity and turns them back on when needed. The key point is that switching on and off links with LPI is relatively much faster (order of microseconds) and the link speed is not changed. This scheme was chosen to be the de facto standard accepted to be a part of IEEE 802.3az Energy Efficient Ethernet standard.

![Fig. 3: State transactions between active and low-power modes in Energy Efficient Ethernet (EEE): Low Power Idle (LPI)](image)

The Low Power Idle (LPI) mode of EEE proposes the use of “Sleep” and “Wake” modes to conserve power during periods of inactivity. Unlike complex mechanisms required to change the link speed in the case of ALR, Low Power Idle freezes the states of the transceiver when it enters the low power mode and restores it when links are powered back up. This operation can be performed in a few microseconds compared to milliseconds required for ALR [2]. Figure 3 shows a state transition example of a link that uses Low Power Idle. Here, the $T_s$, $T_w$, and $T_r$ are the time taken to put the link to sleep, wake the link and refresh the link respectively. The periodic refresh in Figure 3 is to ensure the receiver elements are aligned with the channel during low power mode.

With regard to energy efficiency, link’s power consumption during $T_s$, $T_w$, and $T_r$ consumes the same power as when a link is in its on state and $T_w$ consumes about 10% of the total power consumption of the link (here, $T_r << T_w$) [2, 23]. Table I shows the values for $T_s$, $T_w$ and frame transmission efficiencies based on IEEE 802.3az draft [1]. It is to be noted from Table I that the sleep and wake times are relatively large for small frames. This is to show that, EEE would typically work best for large bursts of communication activity followed by large periods of inactivity.

![Fig. 4: Energy consumption vs load for 10Gbps Link on data center-like workload (figure reproduced from literature[23])](image)

P. Reviriego et al., recently published an evaluation of Energy Efficient Ethernet [23]. Their results, as shown in figure 4, suggested that power savings with EEE links decrease quickly with an increase in link utilization above zero. According to their results, when the link utilization is at 20%, the corresponding link power consumption is greater than 70%. The results obtained were for 1000-bit frames arriving into the link following a Poisson process. The poor performance is shown to be a result of large wake-up and sleep overheads compared to actual frame transmission. Essentially, a majority of the time is being spent switching on and off the links leading to decreased performance. To solve the above problem, frame buffering was proposed which holds frames (without waking up the link) up to a certain number of frames or a time-out period. With an increase in time-out periods and/or by increasing the number of frames held in buffers, the results can be made more energy proportional. However this method comes with the cost of increased packet delay leading to performance degradation of latency sensitive applications. Results show that a time-out period of 120 microseconds [20, 23] is required for the link to be energy proportional with increased link utilization. In the later sections, we further analyze HPC workload for the need for frame buffering.

### III. RELATED WORK

In this section, we discuss other proposals related to Energy Efficient Ethernet (EEE) and energy-proportional interconnects. Jian Li et al.,[17] proposed a similar on/off based interconnect, which makes use of system events to overlap link on transaction delay. Their approach requires a control network which sends messages that switch on the links prior to sending the message and thereby overlaps the link on transaction delay with the pre-processing of messages. The control network in their approach is required to be always...
powered on, in order to receive and transmit control signals. They evaluate their methodology over three power on modes, each with 1µs, 2µs and 1ms as their wake-up delays over a simulated PowerPC-like 32 node machine. In our approach, we evaluate four different machines, over corresponding EEE standard defined wake-up and sleep delays, their effect on power and performance. Our model uses power estimates and energy efficiency schemes as proposed by EEE which does not assume the need for extra control networks. Alonso et al.,[24] in their work propose the use of traffic information to switch on or off networks to save power. However, similar to the above, their approach requires an always-on control link to maintain connectivity.

Dannis et al.,[15] proposed energy proportional interconnects based on a similar method of reducing link power consumption. In their work on energy proportional interconnects, they evaluate the idea of reducing power consumption during periods of inactivity. However, their approach towards energy efficiency involves reducing the link rates of aggregated links. Aggregated links are typically networks built using multiple links of lower rate, aggregated to a single logical high bandwidth link. In their approach, during periods of inactivity, link rates are reduced to a lower link bandwidth to save power. This work is similar to Adaptive Link Rate proposals for EEE, mentioned in the background section. This paper does not analyze Adaptive Link Rate due to the scheme’s above mentioned technology disadvantages.

In the work by Vassos et al.,[19], they provide a design space analysis for On/Off based links. They evaluate two different machines for the power saving capability of On/Off interconnects. For their first machine, they use a fast interconnect similar to an on-chip interconnect, using corresponding on-chip benchmarks. In their second machine, they evaluate a slow network, similar to cluster networks using synthetic benchmarks, with messages arrival following a Poisson process. Similar Ethernet evaluation reports [20, 23] also use synthetic benchmarks to evaluate on/off networks. In our approach, we evaluate Energy Efficient Ethernet using actual HPC traces collected from a production supercomputer.

J.A. Maestro et al., in their work [18] evaluate EEE for its potential over industrial Ethernet based systems using analytical models. Similarly, Sergio et al., in their work, analytically model and analyze the potential of EEE for energy savings[21]. They provide models for Ethernet standards with frame buffering. Their results suggest that frame buffering offers increased energy savings, however, with the cost of increased packet delays. In our work, our evaluation focuses on the tolerance of HPC applications to such packet delays required by EEE standard for larger energy savings.

Relevant work on Energy Efficient Ethernet [2, 16, 20, 23, 27–31] provide detailed evaluations on EEE for its potential for desktop and IT based systems; however, they do not give a sense of its performance over HPC. To the best of our knowledge, our work is the first at evaluating Energy Efficient Ethernet from the perspective of High Performance Computing. In our work, we compare the latency, power and performance requirements of HPC applications to the potential promise of Energy Efficient Ethernet.

### IV. Evaluating Energy Efficient Ethernet for High Performance Computing

In this section, we evaluate the proposed EEE standard on actual HPC workloads. The below methodology section describes our experimental setup, applications and the power model used. Following the methodology, we first evaluate our HPC workloads for their bandwidth and latency sensitivity and draw conclusions for EEE based on the same. Following which, we examine link activity for their potential for power savings with EEE and finally discuss performance and power evaluation of Energy Efficient Ethernet. To evaluate EEE, we simulate Energy Efficient Ethernet links on various test machines and obtain statistics for various workloads. Further, we compare EEE with our proposed Power-Down Threshold and draw power estimates based on the results obtained. Although our study focuses on Energy Efficient Ethernet, the evaluation and discussions can apply to design decisions of other On/Off networks for HPC.

#### TABLE II

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Network and Node Parameters for EEE Evaluation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Test Machine</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Machine-Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Machine-Mid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Machine-High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Machine-Acc</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### A. Methodology

1) **Simulation Infrastructure:** For evaluation of Energy Efficient Ethernet, we use an extension of Dimemas[5, 6], an event-driven cluster simulator, whose network modules we have modified to support Low Power Idle and the proposed Power-Down Threshold. The simulation infrastructure supports the execution of ParaVer[5] traces that we obtained from a production supercomputer - MareNostrum built with PowerPC970MC blades. The simulator reconstructs the behavior of the actual application from traces that contain CPU intervals and MPI/communication event information (message size, identifiers, type, source-destination etc) from the original execution. The simulator models simple node modules that contain CPUs, memory and on-board interconnect. Simulated CPUs based on their performance parameters operate relative to the actual application CPU(PowerPC970) intervals recorded in the traces. The cluster network is modeled as a point-to-point network with duplex links, to execute MPI events over a fully-connected mesh. The communication is based on a linear performance model, however non-linear effects such as network conflicts are also considered[6].

Low Power Idle (LPI) is implemented within the link module. Each duplex link contains its corresponding wake, sleep and Power-Down Threshold states. LPI is implemented such that send or receive both triggers a common LPI state within the link. On receiving a frame, both sending and receiving links are synchronously woken up or put into sleep state. Traces replayed in Dimemas contain inherent communication and execution dependencies that are used to maintain coherency and correctness in simulations. Dimemas has been verified for its accuracy over production supercomputers.
2) Experimental Setup: For our EEE evaluation, we model four different machines, each with varying network bandwidth and node performance, as shown in Table II. Our choice of node performance for Machine-Low, Machine-Mid, Machine-High and Machine-Acc comes from the top four machines of TOP500 (June’12) that use Ethernet. The second fastest Ethernet based machine, Amazon EC2 Cluster, contains Xeon 8-core processor. The sustained node performance of the above machine is estimated to be 112 GFlops/node with one socket/node and 225 GFlops/node with 2 sockets/node (Calculated based on system information provided at TOP500). The fastest Ethernet based system contains Xeon processors with NVIDIA 2090 GPUs; whose node performance we estimate based on a similar machine Tianhe-1A (TOP500 Rank 4) at 349 GFlops/node, for our accelerator based machine. Similarly, we calculate our Machine-Low based on a machine ranking 4th among the fastest Ethernet based TOP500 machines at 62GFlops. Note that our chosen interconnect bandwidths for corresponding systems are rather conservative in comparison to high-end TOP500 machines of similar node performance. For example, the Tofu[25] and Arch[26] custom interconnects of the K-supercomputer (128 GFlops/node) and Tianhe-1 (349 GFlops/node) supercomputer have node-to-node bandwidths of 100Gbps and 160Gbps respectively. We assume a node-to-node latency of 1µs across test machines based on relevant literature and specification sheets of products.

Table III provides a description of the HPC workloads used in this study. In general, HPC applications consist of initialization and finalization phases with a large number of iterative execution phases between them. Due to the large sizes of the actual application traces (hundreds of gigabytes), for our analysis we cut out a few of these repetitive execution phases. The applications presented in this study have diverse network requirements; we analyze network latency and bandwidth sensitivity of these applications in the next section.

For our analysis, Low Power Idle mode of Energy Efficient Ethernet is setup with timing information provided by the IEEE 802.3az EEE[1] draft (Table I). EEE standard does not provide timing information on the wake and sleep modes for Ethernet links with bandwidth upwards of 10Gbps. Since the network links we consider for our study are 10Gbps and upwards, we conservatively assume the timing information of 10Gbps links, for 40 and 100 Gbps links as well. However, as shown in Table I, the trend shows decreasing wake-up and sleep timings with higher bandwidths. When EEE standard proposes timing information for 40Gbps and 100Gbps, we expect the wake-up and sleep modes to require lesser time implying that EEE would perform proportionally better to the results presented in this paper with the same wake-up and sleep timings of 10Gbps.

To model power consumption, we use data available in the industry and relevant literature [7, 8, 11, 14, 17]. We model the power consumption of links to consume 10% of the full link power in idle mode based on the IEEE 802.3az EEE[1] draft. To calculate system power consumption, we assume that links consume 65% of the network power and consider total network power to be about 20% of the system power[14, 17]. Consequently we calculate the power consumption of each of the machines (Low, Med, High and Acc) based on the above model and network utilization. It is to be noted that, since we use the same wake-up timing information of 10Gbps in the case of 40 and 100Gbps, our power estimates are an upper bound to actual power consumption of machines using 40 and 100Gbps. This is because, as per trend, when EEE for 40 and 100 Gbps are proposed (by IEEE community) with faster wake-up latencies (than 10Gbps), lesser time is spent on switching on the link, resulting in better power savings. Based on previous literature [11, 15] we assume other network elements to consume power proportional to utilization.

B. Evaluation Results

1) Interconnect sensitivity analysis: As shown in Figure 5, the requirements of our workloads vary widely in terms of their sensitivity to network latency and bandwidth. In Figure 5 we show normalized execution time, as a function of latency (Figure 5(a,b)) and bandwidth (Figure 5(c,d)). Figure 5(a,c) shows the execution time for each application, on a fixed machine, Machine-Low and Figure 5(b,d) shows the execution time for each machine (Low, Med, High and Acc), with Max, Min and Avg corresponding to the most sensitive and least sensitive application and average across applications. Our graphs point out the diversity of our HPC applications with their bandwidth and latency requirements. Furthermore, we show that our choice of interconnects for the corresponding systems fall within a 10% drop in performance in comparison to infinite bandwidth and zero latency, to which the graphs are normalized. A 10% drop in application performance is generally not ideal for state-of-the-art HPC designers. However, the diversity of applications and large interconnect capital costs play a factor, often making it difficult to build the perfect interconnection network for all applications. However, when faster interconnects are used, since EEE is intended to be energy proportional, higher performance will translate to lower average power consumption (we discuss more on this in the next section).

2) Idle link event time analysis: Energy Efficient Ethernet, as we mentioned in previous sections, uses Low Power Idle (LPI) as a proposed mechanism for bringing about energy proportionality. LPI works on the basis that links are turned off during periods of inactivity. While this proposal seems inherently energy efficient, its power saving potential is heavily dependent on the frequency at which the link becomes inactive. Due to a non-negligible increase in latency imposed by LPI from low power mode, the frequency at which these links are turned on and off is crucial to power savings. In this regard, the time required for powering the link back to operational mode determines power savings as well as performance overheads. Conventional wisdom suggests that deeper power saving modes require correspondingly large wake times. Note that a large wake time introduces large latencies, which in turn results in large performance overheads.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name (Nodes Executed)</th>
<th>Chemistry</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GADGET (128) [32]</td>
<td>Astro-Physics</td>
<td>Molecular Dynamics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GROMACS (128) [34]</td>
<td>Biology</td>
<td>Dark-matter simulation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LINPACK (256) [35]</td>
<td>Benchmark</td>
<td>Biomolecular dynamics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MILC (128) [36]</td>
<td>Physics</td>
<td>Linear algebra solver</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NAMD (64) [37]</td>
<td>Biology</td>
<td>Sub-Atomic Interactions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PEPC (64) [38]</td>
<td>Mathematical</td>
<td>Nanomaterials modeling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QUANTUM (128) [39]</td>
<td>Chemistry</td>
<td>Nanomaterials modeling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WRF (128) [40]</td>
<td>Meteorology</td>
<td>Weather Forecasting Model</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
To keep performance overheads at a minimum, networks that require large wake-up times would rarely be put into low power modes. To understand and evaluate power saving benefits offered by On/Off based interconnects with specified wake times, we analyze for our applications the link idle time distribution.

In Figure 6 we show histograms to illustrate and describe intervals during which links remained idle, running application GADGET over Machine-Mid. In Histogram 1, we show idle link events\(^1\) of various time intervals. In the x-axis of Histogram 1 we show the time distribution and correspondingly for each point in the x-axis the number of events along the y-axis. Our time distribution corresponds to the time interval during which the link remained idle. To illustrate, we see a peak at 100\(\mu s\) with approximately 3,750 events. The 3,750 events in this peak correspond to 3,750 separate intervals during which the link was idle, each of whose duration is close to 100\(\mu s\). The peaks that we see between 1\(\mu s\) to 4\(\mu s\) and 100\(\mu s\) to 400\(\mu s\) in Histogram 1 of Figure 6 are a result of self-similarity or repetitive patterns with these applications. This essentially shows that the distribution that holds true for one or more iterations of our cut of the GADGET application, will remain similar throughout all iterations of the application execution.

In Histogram 2 of Figure 6, we show the above Link Idle Event distribution in actual time periods. Here the bars of the histogram represent the total idle time throughout the application’s execution, from all idle intervals of length close to the value on the x-axis. To illustrate, consider the bar at 100 ns which contains an y-axis equivalent of approximately 1\(\mu s\). This shows that the total time in all idle link events that lasted close to 100ns, accumulated over the whole trace execution is 1\(\mu s\). Although a majority of the idle link events come from the range of 1\(\mu s\) to 4\(\mu s\), as shown in histogram 2, their accumulated link idle time does not exceed a few milliseconds. In Histogram 3, we convert Histogram 2 into its cumulative distribution graph to determine the cumulative time in all idle periods of length less than the value on the x-axis. For example, the total time in all intervals of length 100\(\mu s\) or less is above 1 second. As shown in Histogram 3, we calculate the interval length for which 90\%, 99\% or 99.9\% of the total idle link time is in idle intervals that are longer than that value. In this case, for application GADGET on Machine-Med, 99.9\% of the total application execution time that links remained idle, comes from events when a link remained idle for 52\(\mu s\) or longer. The corresponding values for the other applications and machines are listed in table IV. With the exception of GROMACS, all applications on Machine-Mid have 90\% of their idle link times in the ranges of milliseconds or above.

From the design perspective of power savings modes for On/Off based interconnects such as Energy Efficient Ethernet, these numbers are relevant in designing wake timings and to gauge potential power savings using the above. For 10Gb Ethernet, the link wake-up and sleep times proposed by the IEEE 802.3az EEE [1] draft are 4.16\(\mu s\) and 2.88\(\mu s\) respectively. This is to show that an EEE link requires approximately 7\(\mu s\) in total to switch off and back on. For applications such as GADGET, which contains 99\% of its link’s total idle time coming from events where the link remains idle for beyond 100\(\mu s\), 7\(\mu s\) potentially offers enough time to go into and back from low power mode without significant loss in performance.

\(^1\)We assume an idle link event to be any interval during which no data is being transmitted on the link.
Large gaps in the ranges of 70ms to 800ms shown Histogram 2 of Figure 6 represent lengths of idle intervals that never occur. Essentially, if we consider a gap near 100ms (assume the gap is between 70-80ms), this is to show that no link that has gone idle, has had an idle time that has lasted between 70 and 80ms. Note that these gaps occur in the range of 70ms to 800ms, which contribute to a large portion of the total link idle time (82% in the case of the histogram 2 in Figure 6). The reason behind these gaps may be that the majority of the execution time contains distinctly large computation periods unhindered by communication events (during which all links remain idle). Our analysis on experiments over various machines suggests the existence of these patterns in all applications except GROMACS, NAMD and Quantum Espresso. In the case of the above Histogram 2 of Figure 6, the gap between 70 to 80ms suggests that, when a link has been idle beyond 70ms, we can be certain that it would remain idle for another 10ms (until 80ms) in time. These results suggest that even a simple history based prediction algorithms, that dynamically records this information to switch On or Off links would greatly benefit from deeper sleep states of the network, however, this work is beyond the scope of this paper.

3) Performance and power analysis of Energy Efficient Ethernet: In this section, we evaluate Energy Efficient Ethernet, its power and performance with and without the proposed Power-Down Threshold. As mentioned in the methodology section, we use wake-up latency of 4.16µs and a sleep latency of 2.88µs for our simulations. This latency is the standard proposed wake-up and sleep latency of 10Gbps which we use for all test machines (although, as explained earlier, we expect lower wake-up and sleep latencies for faster interconnects).

Power-Down Threshold: From our previous analysis of HPC workloads, we get a clear sense of how latency intensive HPC workloads can be. The previous proposals suggest the use of Frame Buffering, where frames are held back up to 100µs before transmission to improve energy savings. However, with regard to HPC, as shown in Figure 5, a 10µs added latency (due to frame buffering) reduces performance on average by about 7% to 40%. This reduction in performance would essentially negate any power benefits obtained by the use of Energy Efficient Ethernet (we discuss this in more detail
Fig. 7: State transitions of Power-Down Threshold (PDT) for Low Power Idle in Energy Efficient Ethernet - Link remains in ‘on’ state after frame transmission for specific PDT time. Frame arrival within PDT time does not incur additional latencies for the turning off and on the link.

Below, hence, as a solution to maintaining performance, as well as saving power, we propose Power-Down Threshold as a scheme for EEE for HPC. While in the case of Frame Buffering, frames are buffered and the link does not switch on for transmission until time-out or a specific number of frames are obtained. In the proposed Power-Down Threshold, as shown in figure 7, after the transmission of a frame, EEE remains in on state until a threshold time before shifting back to low power mode. During this duration, frames arriving at the link is transmitted without the need for powering the link back up. This added threshold time would result in increased power consumption, since the link remains on, longer than required in the case when no messages arrive before the threshold. However, we argue that this increased power consumption (in an already energy proportional interconnect) is rather small in comparison to power savings achieved by negating any performance overheads due to the use of EEE.

Experimental Results: Figure 8 shows our experimental results on the evaluation of EEE and Power-Down Threshold. In Figure 8, sub-figures (a) and (b) corresponds to performance graphs and sub-figures (c) and (d) correspond to the average energy consumption of all links. Further, sub-figures (a) and (c) refer to results for all applications over a single machine and sub-figure (b) and (d) shows results for all 4 machines, with the averages, minimum and maximum values of the applications. In Figure 8(a,b), at Power-Down Threshold value zero corresponds to Energy Efficient Ethernet where for every message, links are required to be powered on and off introducing wake-up and sleep transition delays. As we can see, from the figure, EEE introduces an average of approximately 25% reduction in performance for Machine-High, 35% for Machine-Acc and 10% and lower for Machine-Mid and Machine-Low. Correspondingly, on an average, there is 60% reduction in the link energy consumption. However, as we increase the Power-Down Threshold values, we see that at about 50µs the performance overhead of EEE drops down to less than 2% with savings in link energy consumption at 70%.

Total System Power Estimates: The above savings in power correspond to link power; here we calculate the overall system power consumption based on the methodology specified in section 4.1. On considering two cases, where Power-Down Threshold is zero (Energy Efficient Ethernet) and 50µs threshold values (Energy Efficient Ethernet + Power-Down Threshold) we calculate power consumption across the overall system. As mentioned above, we project power estimates assuming that node and network elements operate at full power during the entire application execution. However, during real execution this is not necessarily the case, many components including CPUs can enter sleep mode, so the increase in energy may be lower than our estimates. For Machine-High, shown in Figure 8 (a), we see that there is a 25% reduction in performance, with power savings in the interconnect of about 60%. This translates to an overall system power consumption at 115%, suggesting that deploying Energy Efficient Ethernet on Machine-High would lead to a 15% increase in power and 25% decrease in performance. However, with a Power-Down Threshold of about 50µs, we see that the performance overhead drops down to less than 2% with interconnect power savings of 70%, translating to overall system power savings of 7.3%.

V. Discussion and Recommendations

In this section we discuss our recommendations for vendors deploying Energy Efficient Ethernet in HPC.

A. Frame Buffering/Packet Coalescing

Frame buffering, as we mentioned in previous sections, buffers frames or waits until a time-out before frames are issued through the link. Frame buffering time-out of 10-120 microseconds is used to hold frames in previous proposals. Holding frames ensures that link states are not frequently
normalized_energy_consumption
normalized_execution_time

...switch off links that are aggregated to a larger bandwidth. Hence, when the traffic in these interconnects is low, correspondingly links of the network are switched off to reduce bandwidth and consequently save power. The difference in the case of EEE is that it runs at maximum speed, and the transfer is completed in the shortest possible time. Although the technology behind the methods are different, if we assume that their power consumption and On/Off latencies are the same, both methods would consume the same power. However, trends in EEE suggest that, with an increase in interconnect bandwidth, power increases sub-linearly. This is to say that the power consumption of a 10Gb link is less than ten 1Gb links aggregated to form a 10Gb link. Since they transfer data at the same rate, the 10Gb link would consume less power than its aggregated counterpart.

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we presented the first analysis of Energy Efficient Ethernet for HPC workloads. We proposed the use of Power-Down Threshold to further increase power savings of HPC systems by having the link in on mode until a threshold is reached. Based on our analysis of HPC workloads on EEE, we proposed various recommendations to further increase power savings. Based on results obtained, we conclude that out-of-the-box Energy Efficient Ethernet for HPC does not...
provide sufficient power savings to justify its use. However, with further EEE enhancements such our proposed Power-Down Threshold makes using Energy Efficient Ethernet for HPC a very promising solution for energy proportionality. We suggest that existing complimentary proposals such as frame buffering that increase the latency of messages are harmful to performance, negating any power benefits obtained by such schemes. As a part of future work, we plan to extend our study of EEE to include Dynamic Power-Down Threshold, effect of prediction methods to overlap link wake-up delay and move into deeper sleep modes with the use of application idle link time information.
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